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JAPAN NEWS AND DISCUSSION

TOKYO —

French woman who fled Japan after 3/11 sues
NHK for unfair dismissal

NATIONAL JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:50PM JST  ( 74 )

NHK is being sued by a French employee who claims the broadcaster unfairly
dismissed her after she took a leave of absence from work following the Fukushima nuclear

disaster in March 2011.

Emmanuelle Bodin, 55, who worked as a translator and did radio work for NHK for 20 years,

says she confirmed with her employer that returning home on the advice of the French embassy
would not cause a disruption, Fuji TV reported. On March 13, the French Embassy in Tokyo

advised its citizens to leave the Tokyo metropolitan area.

Speaking at the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of Japan on Tuesday, Bodin said she arranged
for another person to substitute for her and cleared the trip with her superiors, Fuji TV

reported. She said she left Japan with her two daughters on March 15, planning to return on
March 30, but on March 22, she received a letter from NHK, dismissing her for abandoning
her job.

Bodin this week filed a lawsuit with the Tokyo District Court demanding NHK invalidate the
dismissal and pay unpaid wages. Her lawyers argue it was unlawful of NHK to dismiss her in

light of the French government’s evacuation order issued in the wake of the accident at the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant.

An NHK spokesperson was quoted by Fuji TV as saying the company saw no legal obstacle
to terminating her contract.
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cracaphat JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:08PM JST

She chose to go,so hence the possible consequences and repercussions of being a foreigner in Japan or

anywhere else.Maybe would better to sue her own embassy instead for disinformation.

8

FPSRussia JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:13PM JST

Perhaps this is one of many "Flyjin" cases we haven't heard about yet. Fukushima is / was a nightmare. 3/11

isn't over for a lot of people except the bureaucrats. Everybody has the responsibility to protect themselves

BUT if you leave you can't expect things to be the same when you get back.

If in fact, she, directly from her Embassy, received an evacuation order then NHK has to respect that. They

should give her some consideration.

However the conflict is the difference in perspectives. Japanese had a totally different mindset. They believe

in "Shogonai" stay here and die. Act as if nothing has happened. Family is NOT above company here.

Employee safety is set to the limits of the insurance provider. After that, it's all on you.

TBH, I can't call this one. She may win, she may lose. Both parties seem right. So it just comes down to

paperwork and the limits of her contract.

4

basroil JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:21PM JST

Her lawyers argue it was unlawful of NHK to dismiss her in light of the French government’s evacuation

order issued in the wake of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant.

And common sense argues another country's government has nothing to do with the internal politics of

Japan. Japanese government never ordered an evacuation of the country, so there's no legal right to leave

her job. Now, if she has a signed form from her boss stating that she was cleared to go until the time she
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her job. Now, if she has a signed form from her boss stating that she was cleared to go until the time she

requested, that's a different story, but since they are not even mentioning, let alone discussing, that, it looks

like an open and shut case of an employee breaking contract.

waltery JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:28PM JST

I'm not surprised the national broadcaster would pull a stunt like this. If they oked the trip then she should go

all the way. I hope this story travels around the globe so they see how callis some Japanese Companies

treat there staff, when following directives for the sake of there children.10

JA_Cruise JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:30PM JST

It clearly says she got a substitute to fill in and got clearance on taking the trip from her superiors. If she went

against direct orders not to go, then it would be abandoning her job, but it is clearly not the case. She has

every right to sue NHK for unlawful termination and either they should give her job back, or give her at least 1

year pay as severance. Everything is stacked up against NHK.
9

sakurala JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:32PM JST

I hope that she has proof to back her up that her trip was given the green light. Also, it may be helpful if she

can get her replacement to testify. However, if the replacement wasn't up to standard, that may also go

against her. She has the burdan of proof so hopefully she shows up prepared. Otherwise, it is her word

against theirs and it probably isn't going to work out so well.
11

ADK99 JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:35PM JST

You can't realistically expect things to be the same after you leave, but I am rather amused that so much of

the disinformation that led people to listen to their own embassies over the government emanated from

NHK.2

BoredToTears JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:37PM JST

I don't care if NHK did approve her leaving. If NHK decided her "temporary" replacement was better, why

should NHK take her back?

-7

basroil JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:37PM JST

FPSRussiaJan. 16, 2013 - 02:13PM JST

If in fact, she, directly from her Embassy, received an evacuation order then NHK has to respect that.

No, NHK is owned by the Japanese government, operates only in Japan, and had a pre-existing contract, so

the embassy/France has zero say in what happens. It's like if the Japanese government were to turn

around and say that Japanese citizens should quit their jobs in France because they have another strain of

flu. Makes no sense any way you slice it. In fact, embassies can't mandate their citizens do anything while in

another country, they can only suggest, bribe, or otherwise coerce them, in the case of students, they

threatened to withdraw scholarships, and lead to a lost year (in some cases nearly 4 years) for hundreds of

students who were forced to drop out of school. This person was not being paid by France, so she should

sue the French government for lost earnings if anything.

JA_CruiseJan. 16, 2013 - 02:30PM JST

It clearly says she got a substitute to fill in and got clearance on taking the trip from her superiors. If she

went against direct orders not to go, then it would be abandoning her job, but it is clearly not the case.

She said it, but that doesn't mean she can prove it. Without proof, she's the one violating contract. After 20

years in broadcast I think she would know that if it isn't in writing, it's not an agreement. Perhaps the article is

biased against her and she does have that proof, but until it's stated otherwise, it seems that she has none.

-1

Speed JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:38PM JST

I agree with JA_Cruise that if she consulted and got clearance from NHK to leave then she shouldn't have

been terminated.

7

zichi JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:44PM JST

Looks like NHK were just waiting for a way to fire her, just 7 days after she left. She would probably have

been better to claim sickness. She's a French national and so followed the recommendations of her gov't,

just like thousands of Americans and others did. Had she not left, and the nuclear disaster had become

more critical than it was, she may have found it harder to get support from her gov't.
11

davestrousers JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:45PM JST

Firing her that quickly after 20 years of service is excessive.

8

The passage JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:47PM JST

Interesting case. The French Embassy DID send communications to its citizens to evacuate Tokyo. It left a

lot of people very confused, as the Japanese government was saying it is safe to stay (rightly in my view, but

lets argue that somewhere else (again)). Given that conflict of info and the constant barrage of bad news in

the media AND the offer of a free flight home, I think many would take up the offer. We aren't party to what

happened either when she said she was leaving or any interaction after that so can't really comment, but the

8
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happened either when she said she was leaving or any interaction after that so can't really comment, but the

real driver is that communication from the Embassy that pushed her over the edge and made her leave.**

Therefore, sue the French government!! **

The passage JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:48PM JST

She's a French national and so followed the recommendations of her gov't, just like thousands of

Americans and others did.

Zichi, did the US government say to evacuate Tokyo? I know they had a broader exclusion zone.4

Disillusioned JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:49PM JST

Ah, Japanese business ethics at its finest! If she has nothing in writing confirming she had cleared her leave

with her supervisor so she will not win.

0

Patrick Smash JAN. 16, 2013 - 02:56PM JST

Fair enough if she had just abandonned post with no mention of a return date, but if her trip was cleared, her

job was covered during her absence and NHK knew when she would be coming back, dismissal is clearly

not reasonable.5

David Wagner JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:00PM JST

97% of the radiation remains in the containment vessels at Fukushima. That it didn't escape was pure luck.

Had it escaped, she would have been one of the lucky ones. To chastise someone for trusting one's

instincts is ridiculous...-1

Outta here JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:11PM JST

basroil

And common sense argues another country's government has nothing to do with the internal politics of

Japan.

Basroil, she is a French citizen, her government ordered the evacuation as such she was following the

advice of her government. And yes it has nothing to do with the internal politics of Japan. Heck even Japan

gives its citizens travel advice for other countries and that is what happened here. Imagine the outrage if a

Japanese citizen working in France was told by the Japanese government to evacuate dissolved and lost

their job.... The whining would be incessant...

Japanese government never ordered an evacuation of the country, so there's no legal right to leave her job.

Actually there is a legal right for her to leave. I will give you a personal example, my family was in Japan at the

time of the disaster and even though the Japanese company said there was no risk our home company

issued a directive that we could not travel any further north than Tokyo and if we did we would no longer be

covered by them for any health or emergency support and any ongoing health issues that may arise would

not be covered on our return to our home country. So what should we have done ignored this merely

because the Japanese said it was safe.... Same thing with is poor woman her government, you know the

one that she pays taxes to, the one she would return home to told her to leave Tokyo so she did.

Now, if she has a signed form from her boss stating that she was cleared to go until the time she

requested, that's a different story, but since they are not even mentioning, let alone discussing, that, it

looks like an open and shut case of an employee breaking contract.

Clearly the article states she had permission to go. Then to fire her should in any reasonable country be

illegal.

5

Blair Herron JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:19PM JST

If she has nothing in writing confirming she had cleared her leave with her supervisor so she will not win.

She called and told NHK she couldn't come in to work. She also said eight other workers in her section fled

Japan but all were allowed back to work. An NHK spokesman said other foreign contractors had notified

NHK at least a day in advance, while Bodin waited until 3 and a half hours before her program. Her lawyers

said provisions of the contract say NHK can terminate the deal if the employee's inadequate work

performance has no prospect for improvement or if a situation occurs in which the firm has no choice but to

end the contract. NHK told Bodin that its reasons for terminating her contract were based on these

provisions.

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/text/nn20130116a6.html

8

Waxman JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:20PM JST

I know many cowards who ran away from Japan and lost their job when they came back. Coincidentally I

was out of Japan when the earthquake happened but I came back to Japan and went to my office as per my

promise. My employers were glad and few who ran away showed up quickly as they heard of me back in

office. Japan has this samurai culture and they cut and slit their stomach rather than running away. And NHK

is just not another employer, it stands for Japan and is a part of government. So French lady....u better pack

ur bags again.

-9

The passage JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:20PM JST

97% of the radiation remains in the containment vessels at Fukushima. That it didn't escape was pure

luck. Had it escaped, she would have been one of the lucky ones. To chastise someone for trusting one's

instincts is ridiculous...

The fact that x% escaped (not sure your number is correct) is actually bad luck, not the other way around.

1
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The fact that x% escaped (not sure your number is correct) is actually bad luck, not the other way around.

rickyvee JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:25PM JST

if she was in France when she got the letter, then NHK must have fired her almost immediately after fleeing

japan because it would take almost a week for the letter to arrive.

There are just too many gaps in this story to make an informed comment.2

tmarie JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:30PM JST

Emmanuelle Bodin, 55, who worked as a translator and did radio work for NHK for 20 years, says she

confirmed with her employer that returning home on the advice of the French embassy would not cause

a disruption...

Are people missing this? She cleared it with NHK before leaving. Kind of like clearing a holiday with your

boss and coming back and finding out you don't have a job because you skipped work. I hope she wins. Had

she just taken off I would feel otherwise but she got permission, found a replacement and was told it

wouldn't be an issue. Case closed, pay her the money.

0

tmarie JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:31PM JST

If NHK decided her "temporary" replacement was better, why should NHK take her back?

Because they told her she could leave and would have a job when she came back? Kind of like how sick

leave and mat leave work. Though seeing as how many in Japan feel the same way as you do about mat

leave, if it any wonder women don't take it here?

0

FPSRussia JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:32PM JST

@basroil I'm going to respond to you assuming that you weren't coming after me personally in debate but

rather that you simply want to dispute a few key elements.

Let me explain why I think we have different opinions and then maybe the fog of war might clear up.

Your comment gives me the impression that contracts and anything written on paper take precedence over

unforeseen circumstances. IMO that's the Japanese mindset and it's inevitable flaw that leads to some of

Japan's past major disasters.

I'm leaning her way cause her life does not belong to Japan or NHK under any circumstances. I'm sure you

are familiar with the euphemism term "indentured servants" That's simply not the case here. Especially in

modern times.

Here's the FACT: Her passport is from France. Her nationality alone takes precedence over any contract. If in

fact, her Embassy told her to get the hell out of dodge then she should act accordingly. She can of course

ignore that and risk nuclear contamination.

I just want to be absolutely clear where I stand so you don't have to come at me so fiercely. I thought I made it

clear that I'm sitting on the fence on this one. I feel that both parties were right to take the actions that they

did.

For her own personal safety she left. This is a sound decision.

NHK is right in seeking a replacement if it's proven that she violated the terms of her contract.

Now here's the pickle. She worked for NHK for 20 years. That's a lifetime and a clear sign of commitment to

the company. We all know that after 3/11 the circumstances were "extra-ordinary".

Outside Japan, we don't believe that companies are looking out for our best interests. We certainly don't feel

that Japanese companies are looking out for their foreign personnel. Nobody called me after 3/11 from my

company. I called them.

If she did not communicate with NHK properly, such as extended leave of absence, by documents then NHK

will be right.

I really can't call it.

We have to take care of ourselves. We do not hold Japanese passports and therefore are not part of the

club.

All Embassies after 3/11 reached out to their nationals and offered protective and urgent services BECAUSE

they understood that your local ward offices wouldn't come looking for anybody who wasn't Japanese.

Now you tell me, who do you think she should have listened to?

5

Meguroman JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:42PM JST

The lesson seems to be that one should give reasonable notice and get the employer`s permission in

writing if you really would like to keep your options open afterwards. The French embassy was one of the

most vocal about advising its citizens to leave. However, did she and the others really have to leave the

country? - I know many people, gaijin and Japanese, who went for a stay in Kansai or Kyushu, etc. This

seemed like a reasonable response to those who had children or just felt too frightened to stay in Tohoku or

even Kanto.

0

Heda_Madness JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:43PM JST

You make your bed, you lie in it.

I have no sympathy for her but I wonder why it's taken her nearly 2 years to do this.
-5

FPSRussia JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:53PM JST

It is not "cowardly" to protect yourself and your family. That's just a cheap shot. If anything, by leaving, they did
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Japan a favor. They got out of the way for a while.

I have pictures of the supermarket shelves...bare. I have pictures of the long cues for gas, only to get 3 or 4

liters.

This rhetoric some people are posting right now sounds like "Misery loves company".

Here's a wake up call for a not so international Tokyo. Japan's government and it's agencies that serve the

public do not have the capacity to communicate with the Non-Japanese residents. These people removed

themselves from the equation.

Information on rolling blackouts was not posted in multiple languages. Water delivery days were not posted

in any other language other than Japanese.

4

GW JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:56PM JST

Well folks out there in J-Inc land you now know if you didnt already that you can be fired, let go etc etc

basically on a whim!

It looks like she went above & beyond getting a replacement in place, ............ from what I am reading i'd say

she has a case, BUT because this is Japan, she sure as hell wont win in court! In the off chance she did win

it will take years & in the end the court will award her a few hundred thousand yen at best so the only victory

she can hope for is a moral one.

If I were her I'd take this a clear reason change employment & possibly even leave for good, look at it as an

omen to make a new start, something that 3/11 should have done for ALL of Japan but sadly nothing has

changed & Japan has actually gone BACKWARDS in time!

5

lesterlok JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:58PM JST

Her lawyers are completely lieing. I am french too, was there during the 3/11 crisis, and there never was a

strict order to evacuate. The consulate was sending emails every day about the situation and was only

suggesting it might be safer to leave.6

lesterlok JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:59PM JST

lying

-1

slumdog JAN. 16, 2013 - 03:59PM JST

says she confirmed with her employer that returning home on the advice of the French embassy would not

cause a disruption

I wonder if she confirmed she would have a job when she returned and I further wonder if she confirmed

with them that she would be back on the 30th. If she did both of these things and has proof, she has a case.

If not, I think it is difficult for her to make a case.

2

slumdog JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:01PM JST

Her lawyers argue it was unlawful of NHK to dismiss her in light of the French government’s evacuation

order issued in the wake of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant

I was not aware that French law was applicable in Japan.5

Heda_Madness JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:01PM JST

FPSRussia

Speak for yourself but don't speak for most foreigners. I dont know anyone who felt like a ronin

I do know many, many foreigners who got involved and helped out

Please don't make sweeping statements about the foreign community

4

FPSRussia JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:19PM JST

@slumdog It's not that France is imposing their laws on Japan. She, this individual, must respond to it

cause she is Frence. This is just a matter of understanding their legal strategy.

An employee of 20 years is committed. She, with no ill-intention to abandon her post, was required to follow

orders by her Embassy / Country.

It continually sounds like your attitude is this: Anybody who lands in this nation becomes immediate property

of Japan and should NOT following the laws of their home country. Her home country....you know.....the one

where she's allowed to vote.

-4

Waxman JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:23PM JST

French embassy only advised to leave if you feel safe back home. Even US Embassy was sending regular

update emails to all their nationals. So if she left that is her own choice but now she is blaming NHK for her

decision. They got an immediate replacement for that French lady, why did that replacement not ran away

back to France or somewhere else.
2

Waxman JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:26PM JST

FPSRussia
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FPSRussia

Working 20 year does not means she owns NHK and can come or go whenever she wants!!!

French Embassy never ordered such evacuation but they do advise to take shelter back in France IF YOU

MAY LIKE TO DO SO.

1

The passage JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:29PM JST

Are people missing this? She cleared it with NHK before leaving.

@tmarie - she SAYS she did, but no detail from either side as to what that agreement (if there was one) was.

We can guess and assume, but we don't know (yet).

It was a huge decision for her, just imagine leaving behind all the people that you have worked with for 20

years, not knowing if they will be the walking dead when (if) you get back because of the radiation spillage.

Think about them staying here and their own concerns with extended families, etc. Imagine thinking about

them everyday as you reside in the relative safety of France and the psychological effect that must have both

in leading up to the decision and then afterwards. Maybe she was on the phone everyday to NHK to see if

everyone was OK, or maybe she did nothing, and didn't worry about it,

3

cleo JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:29PM JST

It looks like she went above & beyond getting a replacement in place

NHK is apparently saying that she gave three and a half hours' notice while others who left and were allowed

back gave at least a day's notice. Seems too that she was on an annual contract. Not the most secure of

careers.

Japan's government and it's agencies that serve the public do not have the capacity to communicate with

the Non-Japanese residents. These people removed themselves from the equation.

Information on rolling blackouts was not posted in multiple languages. Water delivery days were not

posted in any other language other than Japanese.

I imagine a lady who has lived and worked here in excess of 20 years can at least read enough Japanese to

work out times and dates. As a French speaker, she could have played an important role getting info out to

Francophone residents who didn't know when the power would be going off or when the water would be

delivered.

9

slumdog JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:37PM JST

It continually sounds like your attitude is this: Anybody who lands in this nation becomes immediate

property of Japan and should NOT following the laws of their home country. Her home country....you

know.....the one where she's allowed to vote.

I also was not aware that my two previous post constituted 'constant'. My point is simply that NHK in Japan is

not subject to French laws. In addition, I am not convinced French laws have anything to do with this

discussion.

“It seems reasonable to advise those who do not have a particular reason to stay in the Tokyo region to

leave the Kanto (Tokyo) region for a few days,” a statement on the French embassy website in Japan said.

5

Heda_Madness JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:41PM JST

Following on from Cleo's post it's fair to assume that given she worked as a translator for NHK she has a

reasonable command of the Japanese language and she would have been able to understand when the

blackouts would be occurring. Which is of course assuming she was outside of central Tokyo.

And a quick Google shows that the Press Conference was in English and Japanese.

2

Heda_Madness JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:47PM JST

“It seems reasonable to advise those who do not have a particular reason to stay in the Tokyo region to

leave the Kanto (Tokyo) region for a few days,” a statement on the French embassy website in Japan said

There was no order and it could be reasonably stated that work is a particular reason to stay in Kanto. It also

didn't say to leave Japan.

5

tmarie JAN. 16, 2013 - 04:47PM JST

@tmarie - she SAYS she did, but no detail from either side as to what that agreement (if there was one)

was. We can guess and assume, but we don't know (yet).

The japantime article has NHK crying saying that her leaving would disrupt the program. However, her

leaving didn;t because she found a replacement. You think she's just upset and left and NHK managed to

find a replacement in 3.5 hours (if their claim on time is correct)? I don't. If I was about to leaving a job and

was NOT told my job was secure, you can bet your bottom dollar I wouldn't find a replacement for them.

NHK's side on this doesn't add up.

And yes, 21 years with NHK on yearly contracts. If anything says how poor NHK is, that would be it.

0

Yubaru JAN. 16, 2013 - 05:08PM JST

Everything is stacked up against NHK.

I am so glad that you don't run the court system. There are two sides to every story and all we hear is the

side of the woman from France.

Give NHK it's chance in court too. Because from what it seems to me it an I said...you said...kind of case with

out any real evidence from either side being shown here, and honestly it would surprise me if it was shown

here anyway.

1
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She is trying her case in the court of public opinion here on JT. Let's see if the major networks pick it up and

where it goes from here. Typically speaking this case could take years and years..

Tony Alderman JAN. 16, 2013 - 05:13PM JST

She clearly has no idea how Japan works despite all her years here.

0

Yubaru JAN. 16, 2013 - 05:55PM JST

She clearly has no idea how Japan works despite all her years here.

She is French right?
0

blue_monday JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:00PM JST

Sounds like NHK were looking for an excuse to dump her anyway, maybe their preferred the substitute.

0

The passage JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:08PM JST

tmarie

And yes, 21 years with NHK on yearly contracts. If anything says how poor NHK is, that would be it.

Its not uncommon for tranlsators to be on temp contracts. Even assistants to CEO's are quite often temps. I

guess the surprising thing now is the claim for 22mio yen - that's how much she earns in a partial year?

Wow, I'm in the wrong job. And as for getting her job back, NHK could just not bother to renew, and they can

do that at any contract rollover point so she has no grounds.

Got admit, 3.5 hours before her shift is a bit tight. I wonder what her colleagues think of her.

5

The passage JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:09PM JST

Sounds like NHK were looking for an excuse to dump her anyway, maybe their preferred the substitute.

May have been financial. The substitute may have been cheaper than 22mio!! Maybe more hardworking?

More flexible? All kinds of possibilities.1

hoserfella JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:24PM JST

She is trying her case in the court of public opinion here on JT.

Yubaru - she was speaking to the venerable Foreign Correspondents Club of Japan, not imaginary JT

reporters.1

Pidestroika JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:26PM JST

She clearly has no idea how Japan works despite all her years here.

And ofcourse you do, your omniscient majesty. You're wasting yourself posting here.

Amazing how some posters attack the worker. Solidarity obviously means nothing to them. The reason why

she left is irrelevant. She cleared with her employees, (proof is that she arranged for a substitute), caused

no trouble and left. Next time you go back to your country because a member of your family is sick or

whatever and you get fired remember what you wrote here.

0

tmarie JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:29PM JST

She clearly has no idea how Japan works despite all her years here.

Or perhaps she does which is why she's gone public with all of this? I think anyone who works in Japan for

more than a few months clearly knows HOW Japan works but will fight it - unlike most of the locals who

"shoganai" it and then appear on NHK specials on being poor and on contract work.

The passage, indeed this IS how many places work here but that doesn't mean the system is good. 21

years is a long time to be on a yearly contract - this wasn't a free lance thing. Free lance don't continuously

work 21 years on yearly contracts.

Though yes, if that was her pay, I am certainly in the wrong job as well.

-1

smithinjapan JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:38PM JST

She is 100% correct in what she is doing, but this is Japan and she will never win.

1

smithinjapan JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:39PM JST

What she should be doing alongside suing NHK is to be speaking to foreign media and talking about

intolerance by the Japanese broadcaster, and mistreatment of foreigners -- at the very least that will probably

hasten some kind of deal to avoid embarrassment.2

Maria JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:45PM JST

(I have only read the article and not your comments, so forgive me if I am repeating what others have already
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(I have only read the article and not your comments, so forgive me if I am repeating what others have already

said, but:)

She was fired after only a week away? A week away which she had ok'd with her workplace and found a

replacement for (an unnecessary and extremely accommodating measure)?

She is quite right to sue.

2

humanrights JAN. 16, 2013 - 06:49PM JST

I hope she wins and sets a new touchstone for Employers who abuse foreign workers.

2

taj JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:06PM JST

Article states that she says she got permission, but not that she got it in writing.

IF she had got it in writing, this wouldn't be going to court. A clear win for her.

Which makes me think it's a she said, they said situation.

I don't like her lawyers tactics. If she wins, based on being able to desert from work at the whim of a foreign

government, that's just another excuse to NOT hire foreigners in general, and French people in particular.

I do hope she's got a stronger case and some witnesses to the ""permission" she received to leave.

-1

Nadège JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:09PM JST

She clearly did know how japan work because we all know TEPCO wanted to leave the site and not contain

anything.

I should add that in France durying the tchernobyl incident we were told frontier had stopped the radioactive

cloud!!! And then when we discover it was wrong they told us there was no danger in this cloud and waited

weeks to tell the people there to not eat the food that come from their garden. The tyroid cancer or disability

after that were numerous.

We don't trust information that say nothing is wrong in France. That's basic rule.

Now in France we pursue our bosses just in case. Even if we are wrong. That's basic rule too.

I doubt in the panic with her daughters behind her this woman took much care for her replacement.... and i

have no doubt tepco had a deer need of their transalators in this moment where japan was the center of the

world.

It was her job and responsability to stay and help. I've no doubt NHK will justify the prejudice and she will

lose her job and compensation. No need to be japaneese or to understand japan to know she made a

mistake.

In France too she would be guilty.

But NHK will have to justify that the other eight one did warn the day before (conveniently there are japaneese

that will never find an other job if they say otherwise, a good argument for defense, and that paper, after

game, in this case can be easily falsified) and that none of their absence caused prejudice to NHK. Even

more, if the need for translators was so strong, why did they left so many people take the leave ?

Everyone was afraid at the time, the good call was to leave and forget. Even more i am pretty sure it was to

put her children in security in France. She probably came back alone.

NHK might lose because they didn't concider circonstances who were exceptionnal.

The last question the judge will have to answer, if she japaneese and a man, with the mean to leave easily,

would she be fired now ? Where was her boss for example ? Was there someone to warn ?

She did assure for someone to take her place where was this person ? What happened ? Did other people

were fired in the light of similar circonstances in NHK ? Were they japaneese or not ?

Every decision of NHK here will have to be justified. In France, we don't do small and judge racism severely.

Even if she is declared guilty, i doubt NHK will leave with their reputation intact.

That's many questions that will have now to be answered. At least journalist (foreign one not japaneese)

migh have something to write about Japan. And she will find a job as counsultant about japan in China.

Constructive point of view about Japan is too rare to be wasted. :)

The only way for her to win is to make noise. ++

-7

Nadège JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:12PM JST

I jsut hope for her she won't make the mistake to accept her old job back as a compensation.... Regret and

forget.... Doubtfull.

-6

taj JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:15PM JST

@Pidestroika I agree with most of what you said, this bit gives me pause:

She cleared with her employees, (proof is that she arranged for a substitute),

I don't think that would stand as proof that they told her her job would be kept available for her, even if she left

abruptly and for an undetemined period.

1

Aristoman JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:17PM JST

I'm "Flyjin" and I am proud on it to protect my small beautiful daughters from nuclear crises. Nobody knew

how it will end. My company was very nice to me. No need to sue anybody. French lady, way to go!!! you have

all my respects.-5
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basroil JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:18PM JST

FPSRussiaJan. 16, 2013 - 03:32PM JST

I'm going to respond to you assuming that you weren't coming after me personally in debate but rather that

you simply want to dispute a few key elements.

I debate what's said, not people. It gets ugly really quickly when people debate people.

Your comment gives me the impression that contracts and anything written on paper take precedence over

unforeseen circumstances.

No, in the case of immediate danger contracts can take a hike. However, there was absolutely no immediate

danger at the time of departure, so if she didn't get clearance in writing or equivalent, she should have

stayed until she did get that clearance.

I'm leaning her way cause her life does not belong to Japan or NHK under any circumstances.

Her job on the other hand does belong to NHK under all circumstances. We aren't talking about anything

else, just her job.

Here's the FACT: Her passport is from France. Her nationality alone takes precedence over any contract. If

in fact, her Embassy told her to get the hell out of dodge then she should act accordingly.

Here's the fact, her job is from NHK. Her contract alone dictates if she is employed or not. If she violates the

contract, she is no longer employed. Nationality has nothing to do with the contract.

tmarieJan. 16, 2013 - 06:29PM JST

Or perhaps she does which is why she's gone public with all of this?

More people are still against flyjin than support them, so it's almost certainly not a good idea to go public on

it. In fact, she went to foreign correspondents rather than Japanese ones, which shows she doesn't want

Japanese reaction, rather international one.

Outta hereJan. 16, 2013 - 03:11PM JST

she is a French citizen, her government ordered the evacuation as such she was following the advice of

her government.

French laws, directives, and statements have no legal standing anywhere outside France. French citizens

may be held responsible for crimes committed abroad, but foreign citizens and companies can simply

ignore anything France says because it has nothing to do with them. Her contract was with a Japanese

company, so France has no say in what that company can ask of it's employee. If she had been working for a

French company in Japan, that might be different, but it's not the case here.

Actually there is a legal right for her to leave. I will give you a personal example, my family was in Japan at

the time of the disaster and even though the Japanese company said there was no risk our home

company issued a directive that we could not travel any further north than Tokyo and if we did we would no

longer be covered by them for any health or emergency support

No, your example and this woman's case are entirely different. The company was a purely Japanese

company, which did not issue any such evacuation order. I personally gave a similar example that explained

this exact issue, so please reread the entire post rather than scraping the top of ideas already fully

discussed.

Clearly the article states she had permission to go.

The article clearly states she said she had cleared with her boss about taking a trip and arranged a

replacement. It didn't state she had permission to leave her job, only that she thought she had it. Without

written documentation (or equivalent), there is no clarity on the subject of if she did or didn't actually have

permission. After 20 years working here, she should have more than known to get her boss's seal on

something saying she needed to be out for a few days.

As another poster mentioned (Blair Herron), she called the day of departure, having prepared to leave before

even discussing the situation with her employer.

-1

taj JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:19PM JST

@tmarie > If I was about to leaving a job and was NOT told my job was secure, you can bet your bottom

dollar I wouldn't find a replacement for them. NHK's side on this doesn't add up.

If you worked for me, I may not be able to guarantee your job security, if you were unable to guarantee a

return date, but your chances would be a helluva lot better if you tried to minimize my pain by filling the void

with someone temporary. Introducing a housewife who'd be happy for some temp work would be your best

way to keep your job available.

Please keep in mind we haven't hear NHK's side. (Or much of this woman's side, either, to be honest.)

1

hatsoff JAN. 16, 2013 - 07:31PM JST

20 years service to NHK, nuclear crisis happening and completely unpredictable how its going to pan out,

mother of two daughters and worried about her family, the French embassy advises its citizens to leave, she

spends time fixing up a replacement - fixing up a replacement would seem to indicate that she did indeed

clear it with her superiors - so NHK is not left high and dry....

I sympathise with her.

Working 20 year does not means she owns NHK and can come or go whenever she wants!!!

Pointless exaggeration. A nonsense sentence.

0

Pidestroika JAN. 16, 2013 - 08:02PM JST

A lot of speculation going on here and everbody's an expert on what she might have said or done, how she

lived her life and how brave she is. Arranging for a substitute means 1) she cared for her job and 2) she
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lived her life and how brave she is. Arranging for a substitute means 1) she cared for her job and 2) she

talked to her boss about it. We all know how it works. You don't ask another guy to cover for you without first

telling your boss about it. NHK is in the wrong here because: 1. she only wanted to work 2. if she wasn't

good at her job she wouldn't been doing it for 20 years 3. there is nothing to indicate whether NHK contact

her to ask her if and when she will return

NHK behaved following Waxman's way of thinking (working for NHK, are we?). Exacting revenge on a

"coward gaijin". Following 3/11 A LOT of Tokyo citizens left the city with their families for their country

hometowns terrified of the radioactivity and the continuous after shocks. Those who stayed in Tokyo

remember how empty the city was. Were they all fired or where they all "cowards"? No. It's another blatant

case of racism towards a foreign worker. There should be a strike of all foreign trasnlators working for NHK

in support of a fellow worker. Today Emmanuelle, tomorrow you.

-3

basroil JAN. 16, 2013 - 08:37PM JST

PidestroikaJan. 16, 2013 - 08:02PM JST

A lot of speculation going on here

Yes, which is because people are not reading other articles on the issue. Here are the "facts" (with who

stated them):

1) France issued a travel recommendation on the 13th (French embassy)

2) She contacted a co-worker to cover her shift on the 15th (her lawyers)

3) She first contacted her employer on the 15th about getting time off (NHK)

4) She left Japan on the 15th (her)

5) NHK sent her a letter of termination on the 22nd, a week after she left (NHK, her)

8 of her co-workers also left for extended periods but were accepted back (her, NHK)

The other 8 workers had given at least a day more of notice before departure (NHK)

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/text/nn20130116a6.html (thanks to Blair Herron for the link)

You don't ask another guy to cover for you without first telling your boss about it.

You do if it's within the same company and section. The temp was already an employee, so it's basically like

calling in sick. But like calling in sick, there's a limit to how much you can ask the other person to cover

before your job becomes redundant and fair game for termination.

Were they all fired or where they all "cowards"? No. It's another blatant case of racism towards a foreign

worker.

Eight people left NHK, all but her were back to work with no issue. If all of them had been fired that would be

one thing, but only she was fired.

1

Pidestroika JAN. 16, 2013 - 09:01PM JST

Last comment from my part on the issue. NHK could have simply made it a leave without payment and the

story would be over. Firing her shows no respect or appreciation for her job of more than 20 years and again

I believe it shows racism (however basroil wants to interpret things) towards a foreign fellow worker whom

we should all support. Perhaps you believe jobs are "fair game" and companies have the right to treat

people like garbage but I don't and never will.

2

Balefire JAN. 16, 2013 - 09:08PM JST

Under ordinary circumstances, I'd say that only a few hours' notice by phone would be unacceptable, but I'd

also wonder about what she had actually been told by phone about her job prospects upon return.

They were extraordinary circumstances at the time, though. There was a lot of panic, a lot of misinformation

when there was any information at all, and a great deal of anxiety.

There is probably some fibbing going on on one or both sides, but I'm more likely to believe it's NHK not

playing with a full deck.

-1

Cos JAN. 16, 2013 - 09:24PM JST

That wouldn't be the first unfair dismissal in history, but that may not be the case at all.

cleared the trip with her superiors

What does "clearing the trip" means ? She asked the permission or she announced her departure ? That

someone asks an emergency leave for personal reasons(health, problems in their family...) happens often,

and all companies have a book of rules that defines the application form, etc. If she did things normally, she

has the document with the stamp of her superior. That's the process for anyone that asks for days off in

Japan or in France. Now, if she called saying "My Embassy told me it's dangerous, so I leave tonight, I send

my friend X to replace me." and they said "OK, we understand. Have a nice trip."... well, they couldn't prevent

her from leaving.

French government’s evacuation order

BS. Authorities can only recall people working for government, like Embassy staff, military. To civilians, they

only give advice and propose to go and get, but I mean in emergencies like Mali . In March 2011, they told

people that were working in Tokyo they could do it as usual.

Now in France we pursue our bosses just in case. Even if we are wrong.

Totally. Some people try, always and they often end up getting something. Some civilians went to the

Embassy and to all our representative persons (they copied all the mails, all the questions and answers so

everybody could see). Some have ask the Embassy to call their Japanese employers and say the French

had to leave, should be given leaves, etc, but the Embassy has told them it was their personal choice and

they had to discuss themselves with employers even with French companies. That was clearly said in

French.
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planning to return on March 30, ..

So on March 31st did she go to bring her case to Hallo Work ?

.Bodin this week filed a lawsuit

It's a really long time after the war

fixing up a replacement would seem to indicate that she did indeed clear it with her superiors

No, that tends to indicate the contrary. Companies hate that you accept an assignment, but send someone

they have not chosen to do it, and announce them after you have "hired" the other person.

a housewife who'd be happy for some temp work

That's exactly what employers don't accept, a total stranger starting to work at their place within a few

minutes.

hkitagawa JAN. 16, 2013 - 09:36PM JST

I think not fair to be fired in this way. Imagine, 20 years working for NHK and dismissed without logical

reasons. She will certainly win the case.

-1

seesaw1 JAN. 16, 2013 - 09:40PM JST

Bullshit..! NHK was just waiting for the right timing to get rid of her. She's 55 and it's the lay-off workers age.

Hence they accused her of abandoning her job.

It happened to my friend as well. The company asked her to take temporary leave and she went home since

her schedule annual leave was around the corner. When she returns her boss who doesn't like her just

coldly told her the company can't renew her contract. She only found out the truth 6 months later from the HR

Manager that her boss claimed she was incompetent, and she abandoned her job.....

So the story sounds so familiar to me.

0

Balefire JAN. 16, 2013 - 09:46PM JST

@hkitagawa Having worked for over 30 years with a very large Japanese company, and being very familiar

with several others, if I were you I wouldn't rely on long years of faithful service--or any promises not made in

writing, regardless of how often repeated by multiple superiors--to make much of a difference once your

continued presence has become inconvenient. "Logical reasons" may not be particularly important, either,

unless you end up in court, and maybe not then, either.

0

French_fries JAN. 16, 2013 - 10:08PM JST

Reasons for her being fired might be somewhere else and her sheltering in France gave them an excuse

Here's a story for you guys: I work in a Nikkei company (close to 6000 employees), the day after the

earthquake, employees who could come back at work did so. Few days later, we receive regular message

from the embassy suggesting us if we wished to get out of Tokyo region (before 17/03). On 17/03 here's the

message we get from the embassy:

NE PAS REPONDRE A CE MAIL == == Répondez à : aideretour.tokyo-amba@diplomatie.gouv.fr ==

1- Compte-tenu de l’évolution possible de la situation, il est recommandé aux Français de Tokyo de quitter

la région pour le sud du pays ou pour la France.

Translation: according to the possible evloution of the situation, it is recommended to the french citizens

living in Tokyo to leave the region and head South or return to France.

Clear enough ? There's no more "if you wish so". I showed this message to my boss and asked for his

advice, he told me to leave until situation cools down. I do so. Meanwhile in the company only 30% of the

effective were present, 70% fled already to the south, long before the french embassy gave express

recommendations to leave. Took my little kids of 2 years and 3 years to Kyoto with my wife where we stayed

in her family I stayed 4 days there and came back to work, my family remained in Kyoto 2 more weeks. Back

to the company, here are the reactions: most employees were nice and comprehensive, the only single

criticism came from a chinese girl who proudly screamed that she remained in the company with everyone

and that she was so proud (and 50 years old, single, no children by the way) and that I, and the other foreign

employees who took refuge, were traitors. Not a single japanese staff told me such thing. Few weeks later I

bump into the chairman in the elevator who tells me " You took refuge in Kyoto during the crisis? - Yes - You

are not to be blamed for this, in other countries when there are such troubles, japanese are always the first

to be repatriated so don't worry if some people ever tells you negative comments". And I mean wow, this is

truly japanese: caring hearts.

The Fukushima crisis was an extraordinary situation, worst crisis since Chernobyl, and there are still some

people who believe that company goes first no matter what. When I was in Kyoto all hotels were full and we

came across Tokyo people (yes japanese!) who were rushing to the town hall to get their passport and go

overseas. Any comments on those "traitors"? Do not judge those who cared more about their family rather

than their company because family primes before anything else. Of course if the company is your only family,

that's another story..

To make it short, NHK invoking the fact that she "abandoned her post" is ridiculous.
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